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ABSTRACT
Visual inspections of nuclear components are one of the standard NDE methods for detection of
surface breaking defects. Visual inspection is a fast and effective technique used to detect indications
without the complexity that is associated with ultrasonic or eddy current testing, particularly for
components under water. However, obtaining a detailed characterization of surface breaking defects
found by visual examination methods is very difficult and often not very accurate. The use of a
molding VT technique is an application which can overcome the limitations associated with the
characterization of defects detected by VT. Molding VT is a non-destructive examination technique
which has a great variety of industrial applications. With molding VT, a three dimensional replica of
the surface will be taken and examined off-line with a microscope or laser measurement systems.
Dimension measurements can be obtained from the flaw with a very high degree of accuracy, a
magnitude of several µm is feasible.
This paper presents two examples of the use of molding techniques with automated NDE
equipment under water. In the first example, a circulation pump guide tube in a boiling water reactor is
investigated for erosion damage on an Inconel weld. The second example deals with the
characterization of a visual indication on a control rod. For both examples, an upfront qualification has
demonstrated the applicability of this technique as well as the expected performance in terms of
dimensional accuracy for each application. Finally, the technique has been applied successfully under
real field conditions.

1.

3D MEASUREMENT OF EROSION WEAR ON A BWR CIRCULATION PUMP
HOUSING

The replica process has been used in industry since long time. Special applications are geometries and
wear measurements on assembly parts.
This process is being now used as well in the nuclear industry and fulfils the specific
requirements for application to nuclear components. Replicas can be performed in air as well as under
water.
The following evaluation of indications is performed on the replica and not on the component it
self, which offers a flexible component handling. The advantages of the replica process makes it an
interesting option within the field of non-destructive testing.

1.1

Technical description

Westinghouse has developed a process and tools for the measurement of wear on BWR circulation
pump housings Figures 1 a, 1b.
The process allows:
• Measurement of material surface degradation
• Evaluation of the wall thickness reduction due to material erosion
• Surface geometry characterization
The process includes the visual inspection and measurement of the wear indication on the
performed replicas. One of the challenges was the accessibility of the concerned areas below the pump
rotor in a water depth of approximately 30 m.

Figure 1 a- Inspection zone
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Figure 1 b- Clearance

The main process steps are:
Manipulator positioning and clamping on the pump housing, Figure 2 and 3
Visual inspection of the worn areas
Positioning of the replica tool at the worn area, Figure 3
Replica performance. The curing time varies with the temperature and amounts to ~ 30 minutes
at 25°C.
Manipulator to the surface and removal of the replica
Measurement and evaluation of the performed replica by means of a laser scanner.
Evaluation of the wear out mechanism using the replica surface geometry.

Figure 2 - Manipulator

Figure 3 - Replica tool

1.2

Features

Following features can be mentioned:
• 3D - view of the inspection surface by creating a replica (negative sample) of the inspection
area, Figure 4
• Dimensional record by measuring the replica sample, Figure 5
• Indirect visual inspection of the concerned area with high resolution camera
• Inspection down to 30 m under water
Furthermore, no special additional instrument settings are needed and detailed material
structures can be evaluated with high accuracy by use of a stereo microscope as shown in Figure 5.
The 3D-negativ makes it possible to grasp the inspected area. The performed replica can be evaluated
destructively and non-destructively using conventional measurement instruments.
The replica material has been qualified for use in the nuclear primary system, fulfilling all
requirements for materials used in primary water environment.
The replica material has the following properties:
• Good dimensional stability: + 1 µm
• High tensile strength, tear resistance and elongation
• The replica resolution is < 3 µm
• No exothermic reaction during curing, no vaporization
• Chemical stability in water

Figure 4 - Test replica

Figure 5 - Digital microscope picture of replica

1.3

Experience

The quality of the replica process has been proved already during the qualification phase.
Two on site applications 2006 and 2007 of the described process took place in BWR plants.
Within the scope of in-service inspections, additional campaigns for the replication and evaluation of
an expected indication growth will follow.

2.

CHARACTERISATION OF A VISUAL INDICATION ON A CONTROL ROD TYPE
CR 85

An indication has been found during a common visual inspection of a control rod in a BWR plant,
Figure 6. Usually a UT examination follows for indication evaluation and characterization.
But an Ultrasonic Testing requires a practical qualification using an appropriate standard
simulating the indication. The fabrication and preparation of an adequate standard are time and costs
consuming. A quick evaluation was requested.

2.1

Technical description

Within the goal of the characterization of the surface indication, Figure 7, on the BWR control rod
Westinghouse has developed the adequate process and tooling.
The main process steps are:
• Positioning and clamping of the replica tool on the control rod at the location
• Replica performance, Figure 8. The curing time varies with the temperature and amounts to ~
30 minutes at 25°C.
• Manipulator to the surface and removal of the replica
• Evaluation and measurement of the performed replica by means of a stereo microscope.
• Evaluation of the indication using the replica geometry, Figure 9 and 10.

Figure 6 - Control rod type CR 85

Consequently the indication has been classified and it has been proved that the indication was a
scratch and not a crack.

2.2

Figure - 7 Indication view by camera

Figure - 8 Replica of the indication

Figure - 9 Microscope picture of theReplica

Figure - 10 Magnified microscope picture of
the replica

Experience

One on site application has been performed 2006 in a BWR plant, a second one is scheduled in 2008.
The goal is to evaluate indications on a control rod and in case of acceptability to put it into operation
again.

